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Why ethics?



Technology then vs. technology now - a new kind of simulation.



Average practitioners performing simple, 
day-to-day software design and 
development, are often blithely unaware of 
the ethical choices they make unconsciously.  

Yet, these choices can have ramifications 
comparable to those faced by the inventors 
of poison gas or the atomic bomb.

Alan Cooper 



The classic trolley problem.



Let’s get started



Technologists are 
ruining the world
💀💀💀



Walk up to my car 

Pull out my smartphone 
Wake up my phone 
Unlock my phone 
Exit my last opened app 
Exit my last opened group 
Swipe through a sea of icons 
Tap the app icon 
Wait for the app to load 
Try to find the unlock action 
Make a guess with the menu and tap "Control" 
Tap the Unlock button 
Slide the slider to unlock 

Physically open the car door (my goal) 

“We’ve made [a] job to solve problems with screens”  
- Golden Krishna



How Siri responds to ‘I was raped’ vs. tell me a joke (2016)



Prioritize and solve real  
problems first.

Ethics tip



Design Gigs for Good 
www.designgigsforgood.org 

Design to Divest 
www.designtodivest.com 

US Digital Response 
www.usdigitalresponse.org 

Slack Groups

http://www.designgigsforgood.org
http://www.designtodivest.com
http://www.usdigitalresponse.org




“Venture capital is like startup cocaine” - Mike Monteiro



How do you define 
success?  

Be careful what you 
measure.

Ethics tip



April May June July

User Satisfaction Profits



Ethical Design Scorecard

https://ethicaldesignhandbook.com/goodies/ethical-design-scorecards.xlsx





Design changes how 
we see the world 
🔬🔬🔬



All media works us over 
completely… the medium 
is the massage.
Marshall McLuhan 



Male

Female

Language shapes reality by defining who’s in and who’s out.

Other



Job application form



Examples

The Bad Place 

The OK Place 

The Good Place 

https://codepen.io/joshkimux/pen/gOMgygV?editors=1100
https://codepen.io/joshkimux/pen/WNxPVdj
https://codepen.io/joshkimux/pen/RwRvXQN


Everyone involved is 
responsible.



Not just designers…

Will you need an accommodation?

Yes No



…but developers too

Will you need an accommodation?

Yes No

<p>Will you need an 
accommodation</p> 

<div class=“radio-custom” 
id=“acm”/>  
<span>Yes</span> 

<div class=“radio-custom-2” 
id=“acm”/> 
<span>No</span>



…but developers too

Will you need an accommodation?

Yes No

<fieldset> 

<legend>Will you need an 
accommodation</legend> 

<input id=“acm” name=“acm” 
type=“radio” value=“yes”/>  
<label for=“acm”>Yes</label> 

<input id=“acm-2” name=“acm” 
type=“radio” value=“no”/>  
<label for=“acm-2”>No</label> 

</fieldset>
“Selected, Yes, radio button, 1 of 2,  
Will you need an accommodation?”



You will determine who is 
“in” and who is “out”



The 504 Sit-in was a disability rights protest that began on 
April 5, 1977.



John Rawl’s  
Veil of Ignorance

Ethics tip 



Veil of Ignorance



Veil of Ignorance



Pay attention to intersectionality



A more diverse team  
=  
A safer and more  
inclusive product

Ethics tip



Nihil de nobis,  
sine nobis

Ethics tip



Designed with people with disabilities

The Better Place LLC

Attach your resume

Attach your resume.

To ensure a fair hiring process, we hide any potentially biasing 
information like your name, gender identity, and accommodation 
needs before it’s reviewed.



Inclusion often means giving more than one way to a solution

The Better Place LLC
Request an accommodation.

We offer a variety of accommodations to meet your needs 
including ramps, rest rooms, assistive technologies, sign 
language interpreters, and more. We encourage you to request for 
any accommodations you may need. 

For more information or assistance, please contact our 
accommodations lead Lainey Kohlstedt. 

• Call for an accommodation at (703) 555-1212, TTY:113 
• Email an accommodation request to lkohlstedt@xyz.org 
• Submit an anonymous accommodations request form

mailto:lkohlstedt@xyz.org
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdFyG-oLSLGjgo0MDMB_fNx2NnetAlZ48MjWeHvu8B7GDhB8w/viewform


Surviving in the  
real world



Know what you’re  
getting into: 
•Do your research 
•Ask the right questions 
•Have an exit plan



Questions?

Contact 
joshkimux@gmail.com 
joshkimux.com

mailto:joshkimux@gmail.com
http://joshkimux.com


Layers of effect 
activity
🤔🤔🤔





A group activity to reframe the way 
we look at the products and 
experiences we make or use.

Layers of Effect Activity



These are the effects that you think of first when 
you think of a product or experience. They are 
always intended and known. 

Defining the primary layer





These are the effects that might not pop up 
immediately as the defining characteristic of a 
product, but are still just as relevant to the 
company’s shareholders. 

Defining the secondary layer





These are the effects that are either unintended or 
unforeseen. These can be good or bad.  These 
effects are always surprises that start cropping up 
after users have had their hands on the product.

Defining the tertiary layer





1. Write your group name next to the company 
you’d like to study. 

2. As a group, brainstorm and populate each of 
the layers using sticky notes. Don’t worry 
about quality— be creative and focus on 
quantity instead! 

3. After 20 minutes, we’ll reconvene and share 
our boards.

Setting up



1. What effects did you identify at the 
tertiary layer?  

2. What scared you the most? 
1. If you worked at that company,  

how might you prevent it from 
happening?

Discussion



Recommended 
readings
📚📚📚



Appendix



“Twitter’s brevity lends itself to emotional tweets, while its 
virality breeds legions of opinionated, less-informed tweets”  
- Kurt Wagner



Self-regulated ethics  
is not a substitute for 
regulation.

Ethics tip #5



“A Genocide Incited on Facebook, With Posts From Myanmar’s 
Military” - New York Times



Move fast and break 
things is over.  

Slow down and fix  
stuff instead.

Ethics tip


